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The program stores all documents, contacts and tasks in a common database located in the cloud. This eliminates the need to manage your data files and allows you to
easily access files without the need to locate the physical storage device. Globodox is designed as a robust, central repository of all documents, contacts, emails and tasks.

It allows you to easily create documents, contact or task folders for every category you wish to save them in. The database concept allows you to create folders for
documents and contacts based on categories, such as Agreements, Invoices, Assets, Projects, Files, Books and Quotes, etc. All of these folders allow you to store the files in

a common location and they may be located in a cloud resource, such as Microsoft Azure. The software allows you to easily create documents, contacts or tasks and it is
designed to encourage the collaboration of team members. All users have permissions to view, add and change files without restrictions. You may easily export files in

different formats, such as PDF, PNG or DOCX. This allows you to re-design documents, and add comments and changes with ease. Once you have finalized the project, you
can send it as an attachment to emails or faxes. Also, you may create groups for sharing files between multiple users. For instance, you may create a group for clients and
another for a supplier. You can then monitor the status of the work group and allow users to view the files that have been uploaded. You can also control the access and
permission levels. For instance, you can grant permissions to a certain user to add files, remove others and change permissions for others. This program is intended for

small businesses. It has a database that stores files in the Microsoft Azure server and folders that allow you to easily organize your database. The application can be used
on a single computer, such as a laptop or desktop. However, you can also create a central database that can be accessed from a cloud resource, such as Microsoft Azure.

Features of Globodox: • Create, organize and share documents, contacts and tasks • Add tags and notes to organize the files • Export files as PDFs • Export files as various
image formats, such as JPG, PNG, PDF, etc. • Import files from one folder to another folder or to a database • Choose one or more folders to sync • Choose when to

download files • Change the image size and aspect ratio • Recreate documents, contacts
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Globodox is a comprehensive tool that allows you to create a safe environment for storing and managing important documents. The application allows you to create folders
and tags to organize them in a most effective manner. Moreover, you can preview the files, send them via emails, fax or route them to other workflows. Acquire, store and
organize documents Globodox can act as a highly reliable digital file cabinet, allowing you to maintain your files in a private and organized space. The program allows you
to create or import documents that you can sort as agreements, checks, emails, invoices, letters, or in new, custom categories. You may acquire the files from the scanner
device or simply import them from a local folder, to a new location or an existing stack. The program also includes several templates for creating documents. You may also
add tags, save the results of particular searches or generate reports based on the activity logs. Create and manage groups for shared activity Globodox allows you to create

and manage usernames, grant them permissions and roles, as well as create individual tasks. You can easily create new roles, add users or create groups. The program
relies on Microsoft Access for managing the document databases and allows authorized users to connect to it. Globodox also features encryption functions designed to

protect important files from unwanted access. Moreover, you can trace a workflow by checking the new documents in as drafts, as major or minor version changes.
Moreover, the program supports printing, exporting documents to CD/DVD or saving the database files to the disk. Easily transfer documents and projects Globodox

facilitates the teamwork and sharing documents. It allows you to send them as attachments to messages, emails, fax them or re-route the files to a different workflow.
Moreover, you can re-design export or monitor the current workflow, with the help of the dedicated functions. Globodox User Review: What is Globodox? Globodox is an

efficient application that offers advanced features to keep your digital documents organized. It includes a plethora of features including the ability to add tags and folders,
create and format documents, and even scan them. You can use Glodox to print and save the scanned documents. Key Features of Globodox: Organize documents, reports

and other digital files with the help of the innovative Globodox application. Create a safe environment for protecting your important files from getting lost, or getting
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It is the best program for organizing and sharing documents safely. Globodox is an extension of Microsoft Access technology that helps you store and organize data to
achieve maximum efficiency. This program lets you create customized folders with tags and keywords or create a general document stack. You can also collaborate with a
group of people on a file or even remotely access shared folders and documents. This program gives you full access to all information related to your contacts, tasks,
projects, messages, files, images and documents. Not only will it help you create a safe file vault for your home or business, it will also help you create templates for
important documents and make collaboration a breeze. What you can do with Globodox: Create and manage folders, files, documents, apps, personal information, contacts,
tasks, messages, tasks, and workflows Add or remove files from stacks Tag documents in a folder to search for them at a later time Add the files to a list with documents
selected on any combination of criteria Batch send the documents you are working on via email, fax, or route the files to a different workflow Preview any document in
Microsoft® Word or OpenOffice™ Calc Save a document to a different folder Synchronize your notes with the notes database in Microsoft® Outlook or similar email
accounts Create, edit, and open in Microsoft® Word or OpenOffice™ Calc Take pictures from the webcam and you can email them right away or save them to a location on
your computer or to a network drive Extract and convert JPEG, TIFF, BMP, GIF, TGA, PDF, PNG, CUR, PSD, JPG and WMF to ISO and EXIF Create an empty database using an
Access or Libre Office database Create and manage users and groups Create and manage access, permissions and roles Add new users, edit existing users and manage
them Create new groups Add users and assign access and permissions to groups Create and modify new tasks Create and add tasks to groups and users Send Task
answers to the recipients Create and manage new files, create, edit and save an existing file Create and edit new documents Create and modify new documents and check
the status of each change Generate reports on the documents in a file or report group Easily transfer documents, projects and information using the built-in exchange, file
transfer, calendar and contact synchronization capabilities Create reports with the selected settings: numbers, dates, time, percentage, words and

What's New In?

Globodox – Globox is a tool that enables you to organize your documents more efficiently. Create a secure space to store and keep your important papers. Globox helps you
to manage your papers more effectively and to share them. Various functions allow you to organize your files based on various parameters. This includes writing guidelines,
creating folders, labels, marking files as a draft or major version. Moreover, you may create different types of documents. You may also easily manage your documents via
text formats, signatures or e-mail. What’s New in v3.00: • New and improved function to sort files by name, file type and last accessed. • New function to send files in
multiple formats. • Fixed issue when merging the archive. • Fixed issue with clear button. Improvements: • Fixed issue with opening a folder on accident. • Fixed issue with
outdated files. • Fixed issue with the field where you enter the data. • Added progress bar to the video size options. • Fixed issue with the size info of the video. • Updated
Windows 10 Fall Creators Update to v10.0.10586.327 • App now supports Windows Insiders • Small performance improvements • Fixed a possible crash issue due to
setting issues • Updated Chinese to Simplified Chinese • Updated Polish to Polish • Added Canadian French to the translations Globodox is a comprehensive tool that allows
you to create a safe environment for storing and managing important documents. The application allows you to create folders and tags to organize them in a most effective
manner. Moreover, you can preview the files, send them via emails, fax or route them to other workflows. Acquire, store and organize documents Globodox can act as a
highly reliable digital file cabinet, allowing you to maintain your files in a private and organized space. The program allows you to create or import documents that you can
sort as agreements, checks, emails, invoices, letters, or in new, custom categories. You may acquire the files from the scanner device or simply import them from a local
folder, to a new location or an existing stack. The program also includes several templates for creating documents. You may also add tags, save the results of particular
searches or generate reports based on the activity logs. Create and manage groups for shared activity Globodox allows you to create and manage
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System Requirements:

Video Requirements: ATI Catalyst 4.1 or better (Catalyst 7.1 recommended) Windows Vista DirectX 9.0 Windows XP ATI Catalyst 8.6 or higher (Catalyst 9.2 is
recommended) Windows 7 Windows Vista SP1 or Windows 7 SP1 AMD Radeon HD 3000 or higher GPU: AMD Radeon R300 series Please note that you will be prompted to
download and install the latest driver for your video card before you can install
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